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Abstract—The BonFIRE project has developed a federated cloud that supports experimentation and testing of innovative scenarios from the Internet of Services research community. Virtual Clusters on federated Cloud sites (VCOC) is one of the supported experiments of the BonFIRE Project whose main objective is to evaluate the feasibility of using multiple Cloud environments to deploy services which need the allocation of a large pool of CPUs or virtual machines to a single user (as High Throughput Computing or High Performance Computing). In this work, we describe the experiment agent, a tool developed on the VCOC experiment to facilitate the automatic deployment and monitoring of virtual clusters on the BonFIRE federated cloud. This tool was employed in the presented work to analyse the deployment time of all possible combinations between the available storage images and instance types on two sites that belong to the BonFIRE federated cloud. The obtained results have allowed us to study the impact of allocating different requests on the deployment time of a virtual machine, showing that the deployment time of VM instances depends on their characteristics and the physical infrastructure of each site.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The BonFIRE Project [1] supports experimentation and testing of innovative scenarios from the Internet of Services research community, specifically focused on the convergence of services and networks. BonFIRE operates a Cloud facility based on an Infrastructure as a Service delivery model with guidelines, policies and best practices for experimentation. A federated multi-platform approach is adopted, providing interconnection and interoperation between novel service and networking testbeds. BonFIRE currently comprises of 6 geographically distributed testbeds across Europe, which offer heterogeneous Cloud resources, including compute, storage and networking. Each testbed can be accessed seamlessly with a single experiment descriptor, using the BonFIRE API that is based on the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI). Figure 1 shows details about resource offering on the different testbeds, which include on-demand resources.

The BonFIRE project is also studying the possible federation of the BonFIRE testbeds with a variety of external cloud facilities, such as those provided by FEDERICA or OpenCirrus. BonFIRE offers an experimenter control of available resources. It supports dynamically creating, updating, reading and deleting resources throughout the lifetime of an experiment. Compute resources can be configured with application-specific contextualisation information that can provide important configuration information to the virtual machine (VM); this information is available to software applications after the machine is started. BonFIRE also supports elasticity within an experiment, i.e., dynamically create, update and destroy resources from a running node of the experiment, including cross-testbed elasticity.

INRIA currently offers on-request compute resources in BonFIRE, allowing experimenters to reserve large quantities of physical hardware (162 nodes/1800 cores available). This gives experimenters flexibility to perform large-scale experimentation, as well as providing greater control of the experiment variables as exclusive access to the physical hosts is possible. Further control of network performance between testbeds is anticipated through future interconnection with Federica and GÉANT AutoBAHN. BonFIRE gives you control of your experiment, which is treated as a concrete entity in BonFIRE to manage your resources.

Some additional features implemented on the BonFIRE project are:

Figure 1. Representation of the BonFIRE infrastructure. Image obtained from [1].
the main conclusions of the paper are drawn in Section IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AGENT

The BonFIRE project provides several ways to submit an experiment depending on the user preferences.

• The BonFIRE Portal (GUI) in a step-by-step manner [4].
• A command line client tool, such as Restfully, to interact with BonFIRE [5].
• A script for your experiment deployment, which can be automatically executed by, e.g., Restfully.
• The BonFIRE experiment descriptor, currently based on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [6].
• Raw HTTP commands via eURL [7].

In the VCOC experiment, we have developed an experiment agent to deploy, control and monitor the deployed experiments through a single interface. This agent was developed in Python and communicates with the experiment manager API using the httplib2 [8] library. Experiments are described in a JSON file specifying the necessary resources of the virtual clusters. After the submission of the experiment, the XML response is processed to obtain the basic information of the deployed resources. This information enables us to monitor the status of each virtual compute node and it is saved into a local file for future analysis.

The results and data acquired during the VCOC experiment should permit to develop policies and business rules to include in the applications under development at the institution which use the Software as a Service model.

In this paper, we introduce a description of the experiment agent developed by the VCOC experiment to manage the deployment of virtual clusters to the BonFIRE federated cloud as well as the required time to deploy individual instances with different configurations and images. The structure of the paper is as follows: In section II we describe the experiment agent and its main functionalities. A description of the error and log manager implementation is also shown in this section. The required time to deploy individual instances of the available virtual machine images in BonFIRE infrastructure is shown in Section III. Finally,
by the Broker interface. After that, we have to wait for the allocation of the requested resources in the Broker layer of the infrastructure. This is the second level of the experiment agent, which evaluates if the required resources are running and ssh–available. When the requested resources are ssh–available, the eIMRT application will be executed. The last level of the experiment submission is the experiment deletion, which is carried out when the eIMRT application has finished. The experiment agent considers the deletion completed when the experiment is not ssh–available and the deleted resources reached the status DONE.

Two important functionalities implemented on the experiment agent are the error management and the measurement of the required time to complete each level described above. The error management has been developed to perform unattended deployment of experiments, taking into account possible errors or delays during the deployment of the experiment. Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of the error management that has been implemented in the experiment agent. First, after the experiment submission we have to evaluate if the experiment has been correctly deployed or any error has occurred. The experiment is deployed when the log status information provided by BonFIRE, after checking the experiment definition, returns the status deployed. If some error exists, the experiment will be resubmitted again. Otherwise, if there are not errors the experiment agent will evaluate the status of the requested VMs until they are ssh–available. When the VMs are available, the eIMRT application is executed and the experiment is destroyed when the eIMRT application is completed. are not ssh–available.
the submission/destruction of the experiments. Therefore, the experiment agent saves a timestamp value when the experiment is submitted and after its submission, a new timestamp value is saved when the computational resources are ssh–available. The difference between these two timestamp values provides the necessary time to deploy the resources requested on the JSON file. From the obtained times a first idea of the quality of service can be sketched if we want to use the infrastructure as a service. Finally, the experiment agent also measures the necessary time to destroy the experiment from the destruction request until the VMs are not ssh-available and the deleted resources reached the status DONE.

The last functionality implemented on the experiment agent, that we think must be highlighted in this description, is the possibility of deploying random experiments which follow a predefined pattern obtained from the accounting system of the Finisterrae supercomputer hosted in CESGA [9]. This functionality has been developed to introduce random noise into the BonFIRE infrastructure when we have exclusive access and therefore, we need to evaluate the impact of scheduling new experiments simultaneously.

This functionality returns a histogram with a discrete experiment submission probability such as is depicted in Figure 4, where the experiment submission probability for each 30 minutes of a day of the week is represented. Therefore, if we want to deploy random experiments during one day each 30 minutes at the same time that we are deploying our experiments, we will need to indicate the desired number of random experiments that they will be deployed during one day and the experiment agent will distribute the desired number of experiments taking into account the probability distribution. Figure 5 shows an example of the distribution of 100 random experiments taking into account the histogram depicted in Figure 4.

III. RESULTS OF THE DEPLOYMENT TIME ON EPCC AND INRIA BONFIRE SITES

The BonFIRE federated cloud has predefined resources, storage images, instances and networks, which are available for users. Table I and Table II show the resources, virtual machine images and instance types, available on EPCC and INRIA BonFIRE sites. Furthermore, two network resources are also available in these two sites enabling us choosing between either an Internet connection or a WAN connection. In this work, we have studied the deployment time of all possible combinations between the available storage images and instance types on EPCC and INRIA BonFIRE sites. The main goal of this study is to analyse the impact on the deployment time of allocating different requests.

The methodology adopted to carry out the experiment was based on the deployment on each site of each combination of storage-instance type. Each one of these combinations was deployed 10 times using the experiment agent. The final value to calculate the deployment time is equal to the mean of the 10 values provided by the experiment agent from the experiment submission until the VM is ssh-available, such as it was described in Section II.

Figure 6 depicts the deployment time for each storage-instance type combination on EPCC BonFIRE site. The obtained results show that DebSqV3 and DebSq2GV3 images have similar deployment times between 50-100 seconds, independently of the instance type. The deployment time increases in a rate similar to the size of disk image of the VM, represented on the figure by a red line. Therefore, the 10 GB storage image has the largest deployment time higher than 300 seconds independently of the instance type.

The deployment time for each storage-instance type com-
bination on INRIA BonFIRE site is depicted in Figure 7. The deployment time of DebSqV3 storage images on INRIA is around 50 seconds, independently of the instance type. For DebSq2GV3 and Zabbix storage images, the deployment time depends on the instance type with larger values for Medium instances around 100 seconds for DebSq2GV3 and 150 seconds for Zabbix. However, similar values, slightly higher than 50, can be observed for Lite and Small instances with both storage images.

A comparison between these results with the previous ones shown in Figure 6, highlights that the deployment time of VMs on INRIA is almost independent on the storage image and its dependence is higher with the instance type. This situation is remarkable for the DebSq10GV3 storage image. The main reason of this difference on the behaviour of deployment time between EPCC and INRIA is due to the configuration of the physical infrastructure. Both sites base its cloud infrastructure on the OpenNebula [10] platform but EPCC copies the storage images to the compute node using NFS. However, INRIA has implemented a system that makes a snapshot of the storage image after its first copy to the compute node via NFS. Therefore, one VM can be deployed faster on INRIA than EPCC if a snapshot of the storage image exists on the compute node.

Other difference, which rises from the comparison between sites, is the dependence with the instance type. Results on EPCC show that the deployment time is almost independent of the instance type however, medium instances on INRIA have larger deployment times. The origin of this difference is the way we are measuring the times, we do not have exclusive access to the infrastructure and the measured time also includes the scheduling time. Therefore, depending on the computational load of physical resources is possible to observe delays when instances with high computational requirements are requested.

These results rise several questions about the best way to design a quality of service model on federated clouds, since in some cases could not be possible to guarantee the same configuration among sites or the same overload of the infrastructure when users can choose the location of their experiments [11]. From a global point of view, a scheduling system with information about the load of the physical resources of each site belonging to the federated cloud may provide better allocation of the requested virtual machines. Furthermore, this scheduler might take into account other factors such as configuration differences of each site that can affect the deployment time of virtual resources [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Disk Size (MB)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zabbix</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>Debian Squeeze with Zabbix monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DebSqV3</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>Debian Squeeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DebSq2GV3</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>Debian Squeeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DebSq10GV3</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>Debian Squeeze</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>vcpu</th>
<th>vmemory (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPCC</td>
<td>INRIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xlarge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Deployment time for each storage-instance type combination on EPCC BonFIRE site. The size rate of the storage images with respect to the DebSqV3 image (red line) is also depicted for comparison reasons.

Figure 7. Deployment time for each storage-instance type combination on INRIA BonFIRE site. The size rate of the storage images with respect to the DebSqV3 image (red line) is also depicted for comparison reasons.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work described the experiment agent developed on the VCOC experiment supported by the BonFIRE project in order to facilitate the automatic deployment and monitoring of virtual clusters on the BonFIRE federated cloud. The experiment agent implements several functionalities such as accept the description of virtual clusters on a JSON file, error management, recording the deployment times of virtual resources or deployment of random experiments following a predefined pattern. The first use of the experiment agent was to study the deployment time of all possible combinations between the available storage images and instance types on EPCC and INRIA BonFIRE sites. The main objective of this study was to analyse the impact on the deployment time of allocating different requests. The obtained results show that the deployment time of a VM instance is around 50 seconds and 300 seconds depending on the size of the storage image, the instance type and the deployment type. These results were obtained without an exclusive access to the infrastructure and the measured time includes the scheduling time. The obtained differences between sites rise several questions about the best way to design a quality of service model on federated clouds. For instance, it is difficult to guarantee the same configuration among sites or the computational load of the physical infrastructure when users are able to choose the experiment location. The obtained results, together with other data from other experiments will help EPCC to modify their infrastructure in order to reduce deployment times for large images.
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